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Pathshaalaa's Sprechbereit  

A signature course by Pathshaalaa, customized by our in-house trainers. This 

course aims at covering different vocabulary topics from A1 to B1 German levels 

while focusing on spoken German skills.  

The topics covered in this course will be different from the ones that have 

already been covered in our Sprechbereit course. So, even if you have 

already attended our Sprechbereit, you can join this course! And if you 

have not attended our previous Sprechbereit course, you can still join it to 

improve your spoken German skills.  

 

Who should attend this course? 

If you  

→ have completed B1-German, 

→ don’t feel confident speaking in German, 

then, this course is planned to help you work on your speaking skills before you 

attend B2.  

Eligibility: B1 German (attended) 

Course Agenda: 

→ The important topics from A1 to B1 levels are covered in the course from 

the perspective of Spoken German.  

→ Every day, we will cover 1 or more topics by doing a speaking task related to 

that topic. 

→ In addition to this, there will be spoken German practice sessions happening 

in multiple rounds in which students will be asked to present a topic in front 

of everyone. 

About Trainers: 

Anendd Shukkla Renuka Panchpor 

- C1 German (C2 attended) 

- MA in German with a specialization 

in Teaching German 

- 10+ years of experience in 

teaching German, 8+ years in 

Corporate Training 

- 5 years at a multinational company 

as a German Language Expert 

- Teachers’ Training Course in 

Sanskrit 

- C2 German 

- MA in German with a specialization 

in Teaching German 

- Attended 1-year teachers training 

course (DLL) at Goethe Institute 

- 10+ years of experience in 

teaching German 

- 8.5 years at a multinational 

company as a German Language 

Expert 
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